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Web-Page Recommendation Based on Web
Usage and Domain Knowledge
Thi Thanh Sang Nguyen, Hai Yan Lu, and Jie Lu
Abstract—Web-page recommendation plays an important role in intelligent Web systems. Useful knowledge discovery from Web
usage data and satisfactory knowledge representation for effective Web-page recommendations are crucial and challenging. This
paper proposes a novel method to efficiently provide better Web-page recommendation through semantic-enhancement by
integrating the domain and Web usage knowledge of a website. Two new models are proposed to represent the domain knowledge.
The first model uses an ontology to represent the domain knowledge. The second model uses one automatically generated semantic
network to represent domain terms, Web-pages, and the relations between them. Another new model, the conceptual prediction
model, is proposed to automatically generate a semantic network of the semantic Web usage knowledge, which is the integration of
domain knowledge and Web usage knowledge. A number of effective queries have been developed to query about these knowledge
bases. Based on these queries, a set of recommendation strategies have been proposed to generate Web-page candidates. The
recommendation results have been compared with the results obtained from an advanced existing Web Usage Mining (WUM)
method. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method produces significantly higher performance than the WUM
method.
Index Terms—Web usage mining, Web-page recommendation, domain ontology, semantic network, knowledge representation
1 INTRODUCTION
WEB-PAGE recommendation has become increasinglypopular, and is shown as links to related stories,
related books, or most viewed pages at websites. When a
user browses a website, a sequence of visited Web-pages
during a session (the period from starting, to existing the
browser by the user) can be generated. This sequence is
organized into a Web session S = d1d2 . . . dk, where di
(i = [1 . . . k]) is the page ID of the ith visited Web-page by
the user. The objective of a Web-page recommender system
is to effectively predict the Web-page or pages that will be
visited from a given Web-page of a website.
There are a number of issues in developing an effective
Web-page recommender system, such as how to effectively
learn from available historical data and discover useful
knowledge of the domain and Web-page navigation pat-
terns, how to model and use the discovered knowledge,
and how to make effective Web-page recommendations
based on the discovered knowledge.
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A great deal of research has been devoted to resolve
these issues over the past decade. It has been reported
that the approaches based on tree structures and probabilis-
tic models can efficiently represent Web access sequences
(WAS) in the Web usage data [1]. These approaches learn
from the training datasets to build the transition links
between Web-pages. By using these approaches, given the
current visited Web-page (referred to as a state) and k previ-
ously visited pages (the previous k states), the Web-page(s)
that will be visited in the next navigation step can be pre-
dicted. The performance of these approaches depends on
the sizes of training datasets. The bigger the training dataset
size is, the higher the prediction accuracy is. However, these
approaches make Web-page recommendations solely based
on the Web access sequences learnt from the Web usage
data. Therefore, the predicted pages are limited within the
discovered Web access sequences, i.e., if a user is visiting a
Web-page that is not in the discovered Web access sequence, then
these approaches cannot offer any recommendations to this user.
We refer to this problem as “new-page problem” in this
study.
Some studies have shown that semantic-enhanced
approaches are effective to overcome the new-page problem
[2], [3] and have therefore become far more popular. The
use of domain knowledge can provide tremendous advan-
tages in Web-page recommender systems [4]. A domain
ontology is commonly used to represent the semantics of
Web-pages of a website. It has been shown that integrating
domain knowledge with Web usage knowledge enhances
the performance of recommender systems using ontology-
based Web mining techniques [4]–[6]. Integrating seman-
tic information with Web usage mining achieved higher
performance than classic Web usage mining algorithms
1041-4347 c© 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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[5]–[9]. However, one of the big challenges that these
approaches are facing is the semantic domain knowledge
acquisition and representation. How to effectively construct
the domain ontology is an ongoing research topic.
The domain ontology can be constructed manually by
experts, or by automatically learning models, such as the
Bayesian network or a collocation map, for many different
applications. Manually building an ontology of a website is
challenging given the very large size of Web data in today’s
websites, as well as the well-known drawbacks of being
time consuming and less reusable. According to Stumme,
Hotho and Berendt, it is impossible to manually discover
the meaning of all Web-pages and their usage for a large
scale website [10]. Automatic construction of ontologies,
on the other hand, can save time and discover all possi-
ble concepts within a website and links between them, and
the resultant ontologies are reusable. However, the draw-
back of this automatic approach is the need to design and
implement the learning models which can only be done
by professionals at the beginning. Therefore, the trade-off
between the two approaches to ontology construction needs
to be considered and evaluated for a given website.
This paper presents a novel method to provide bet-
ter Web-page recommendation based on Web usage and
domain knowledge, which is supported by three new
knowledge representation models and a set of Web-page
recommendation strategies. The first model is an ontology-
based model that represents the domain knowledge of a
website. The construction of this model is semi-automated
so that the development efforts from developers can be
reduced. The second model is a semantic network that
represents domain knowledge, whose construction can
be fully automated. This model can be easily incorpo-
rated into a Web-page recommendation process because
of this fully automated feature. The third model is a
conceptual prediction model, which is a navigation net-
work of domain terms based on the frequently viewed
Web-pages and represents the integrated Web usage and
domain knowledge for supporting Web-page prediction.
The construction of this model can be fully automated.
The recommendation strategies make use of the domain
knowledge and the prediction model through two of the
three models to predict the next pages with probabili-
ties for a given Web user based on his or her current
Web-page navigation state. To a great extent, this new
method has automated the knowledge base construction
and alleviated the new-page problem as mentioned above.
This method yields better performance compared with
the existing Web usage based Web-page recommendation
systems.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefs
the related work. Section 3 presents the first model, i.e.
an ontology-based domain knowledge model. Section 4
describes the second model, i.e. a semantic network of
domain terms. Section 5 presents the third model, i.e. a
conceptual prediction model. For each of the models pre-
sented in Sections 3-5, the corresponding queries that are
used to retrieve semantic information from the knowledge
models have been presented. Section 6 presents a set of
recommendation strategies based on the queries to make
semantic-enhanced Web-page recommendations. Section 7
presents the experiments to compare the performance of
the proposed models, algorithms and strategies, along with
the experimental results analysis. Section 8 concludes this
paper and highlights some further work.
2 RELATED WORK
We roughly classify the research work related to Web-page
recommendation into the following two categories.
2.1 Traditional Approaches that use Sequence
Learning Models
In applying sequence learning models to Web-page rec-
ommendation, association rules and probabilistic mod-
els have been commonly used. Some models, such as
sequential modelling, have shown their significant effec-
tiveness in recommendation generation [2]. In order to
model the transitions between different Web-pages in Web
sessions, Markov models and tree-based structures are
strong candidates [2], [11]–[14]. Some surveys [15], [16]
have shown that tree-based algorithms, particularly Pre-
Order Linked WAP-Tree Mining (PLWAP-Mine for short)
[13], are outstanding in supporting Web-page recommen-
dation, compared with other sequence mining algorithms.
Furthermore, the integration of PLWAP-Mine and the
higher-order Markov model [12] can significantly enhance
mining performance [17].
2.2 Semantic-Enhanced Approaches
The semantic-enhanced approaches integrate semantic
information into Web-page recommendation models. By
making use of the ontology of websites, Web-page recom-
mendation can be enriched and improved significantly in
the systems [18], [19]. In the systems, a domain ontology
is often useful for clustering documents, classifying pages
or searching subjects. A domain ontology can be obtained
by manual or automatic construction approaches, for exam-
ple, ontologies have been developed for distance learning
courses [20], course content [21], personalized e-learning
[22], contracts [23], and software [24]. Depending on the
domain of interest in the system, we can reuse some exist-
ing ontologies or build a new ontology, and then integrate it
with Web mining. For example, ontology concepts are used
to semantically enhance Web logs in a Web personalization
system [25]. In this system, an ontology is built with the
concepts extracted from the documents, so that the docu-
ments can be clustered based on the similarity measure of
the ontology concepts. Then, usage data is integrated with
the ontology in order to produce semantically enhanced
navigational patterns. Subsequently, the system can make
recommendations, depending on the input patterns seman-
tically matched with the produced navigational patterns.
Liang Wei and Song Lei [18] employ ontology to represent a
website’s domain knowledge using the concepts and signif-
icant terms extracted from documents. They generate online
recommendations by semantically matching and searching
for frequent pages discovered from the Web usage min-
ing process. This approach achieves higher precision rates,
coverage rates and matching rates.
On the other hand, by mapping Web-pages to domain
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system can reason what Web-pages are about, and then
make more accurate Web-page recommendations [7], [8].
Alternatively, since Web access sequences can be converted
into sequences of ontology instances, Web-page recommen-
dation can be made by ontology reasoning [6], [9]. In
these studies, the Web usage mining algorithms find the
frequent navigation paths in terms of ontology instances
rather than normal Web-page sequences. Generally, ontol-
ogy has helped to organize knowledge bases systematically
and allows systems to operate effectively.
3 DOMAIN ONTOLOGY OF A WEBSITE FOR
WEB-PAGE RECOMMENDATION
In the context of Web-page recommendation, the input data
is Web logs that record user sessions on a daily basis.
The user sessions include information about users’ Web-
page navigation activities. Each Web-page has a title, which
contains the keywords that embrace the semantics of the
Web-page. Based on these facts, we aim to discover domain
knowledge from the titles of visited Web-pages at a web-
site and represent the discovered knowledge in a domain
ontology to support effective Web-page recommendation.
A domain ontology is defined as a conceptual model
that specifies the terms and relationships between them
explicitly and formally, which in turn represent the domain
knowledge for a specific domain [26]. The three main
components are listed as follows [21]:
1) Domain terms (concepts),
2) Relationships between the terms (concepts), and
3) Features of the terms and relationships.
Ontologies are often implemented in a logic-based lan-
guage, such as OWL/RDF, to become understandable to
software agents or software systems. Therefore, ontology-
based knowledge representation allows sharing and inter-
changing semantic information among Web systems over
the Internet. It also enables the reuse of the domain knowl-
edge, and reasoning the semantics of Web-pages from the
existing facts [27]. Furthermore, ontological representation
of discovered knowledge from different sources can be
easily integrated to support Web-page recommendation
effectively.
Depending on the purposes of ontologies, they can be
designed as domain conceptualizations of various degrees
of formality and can be in the form of concept schemes,
taxonomies, conceptual data models, or general logical the-
ories [28]. In this section, we will construct a conceptual
data model as a domain ontology for a given website.
Since this ontology is used to support Web-page recom-
mendation, we take a Web-page as a unit and assume each
page title is well defined to represent key information about
the content of the page. The rationale behind this assump-
tion can be seen from two aspects. One aspect is that a
Web-page contains a collection of objects (represented by
HTML tags) documented in metadata, which is data about
data. Metadata embraces the core elements of title, mean-
ing, descriptive context, structure, and overall context of a
Web-page. By analysing the metadata, such as Web-page
title, the meaning of a Web-page can be understood and
captured. The second aspect is from the professional prac-
tice in Web development. In well-designed Web-pages, the
TABLE 1
Sample MS Web Dataset
TITLE tag should contain the meaningful keywords which
are relatively short and attractive to support Web search or
crawling. In practice, the terms in page titles are usually
given higher weights by search engines, such as Google
[29], [30]. Consequently, professional website developers
need to define the Web-page titles very seriously because
they want their Web-pages to be correctly identified dur-
ing Web search or crawling and use the Web-page titles to
convey accurate information about the Web-page. Because
of these facts, we use the Web-page titles as clues to rep-
resent the domain knowledge of a website. It implies that
although there are numerous models for extracting topics
of Web-pages, making use of Web-page titles is simple and
easy to implement.
This section now presents a procedure for construct-
ing the domain ontology using the Microsoft (MS) web-
site (www.microsoft.com) as an example. The dataset
was downloaded from http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/
msweb/msweb.html. The ontology will be constructed
based on the titles of visited Web-pages so that it is the
domain knowledge perceived by users. Queries are then
provided based on this domain ontology.
3.1 Domain Ontology Construction
There are three steps in the procedure for constructing the
domain ontology.
3.1.1 Step 1: Collect the terms
In order to collect the terms, we will: (i) collect the Web
log file from the Web server of the website for a period
of time (at least seven days), (ii) run a pre-processing
unit to analyse the Web log file and produce a list of
URLs of Web-pages that were accessed by users, (iii) run
a software agent to crawl all the Web-pages in the URL
list to extract the titles, and (iv) apply an algorithm to
extract terms from the retrieved titles, i.e., single tokens
are extracted first by removing stop words from the titles,
some single tokens are then combined into composite terms
if these single terms often occur at the same time and
there is never any token appears between these tokens,
and the remaining single tokens will become single word
terms.
Using the MS Web dataset, we obtain the Web-page titles
and paths. A sample dataset is shown in Table 1.
Given this dataset, the extracted terms, for the sample
(Table 1), might be “MS”, “Word”, “Access”, “Support”,
“Education”, “Visual”, and “Fox_Pro”. Based on the
extracted terms, we can generalize them to domain con-
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3.1.2 Step 2: Define the concepts
It is possible for some extracted terms to share the same
features, so it is better for them to be instances of a concept,
rather than standalone concepts. In this step, the domain
concepts will be defined for the given website based on
the extracted terms. In this paper, we present the MS web-
site as an example. This website focuses on the application
software, such as MS Office, Windows Operating System,
and Database. Therefore, the identified domain concepts of
this website are Manufacturer, Application, Product, Category,
Solution, Support, News, Misc, and SemPage, where the con-
cept SemPage refers to the class of Web-pages, and the other
concepts refer to the general terms in the MS website.
3.1.3 Step 3: Define taxonomic and non-taxonomic
relationships
According to Uschold and Gruminger [31], there are three
possible approaches to develop the taxonomic relation-
ships, such as, (4) a top-down development process starts
from the most general concepts in the domain and then
identifies the subsequent specialization of the general con-
cepts, (5) a bottom-up development process starts from
the most specific concepts as the leave nodes in the con-
cept hierarchical structure/tree structure, then groups these
most specific concepts into more general concepts, (16) a
hybrid development process is the combination of the top-
down and bottom-up approaches. We identify the core con-
cepts in the domain first and then generalise and specialise
them appropriately.
With the MS website example, we applied a hybrid
approach to define taxonomic relationships. We started
with the concept Application and Product. Considering the
consistsOf relation, which indicates that a concept com-
prises a number of parts that are also concepts, we par-
ticularly have an application that may consist of some sub-
applications. For instance, an application software of Office
has some sub-applications, including Word, Access, Power
Point, etc. Considering the includes relation, we have a
product that may include some sub-products, e.g. Office
software product includes sub-products such as MS Word,
MS Access, and MS Power Point. Considering the belongsTo
relation, we have a product that may belong to a certain
category, e.g. software, hardware, entertainment, or service.
The non-taxomonic relationships can be the relation-
ship types used in a relational database except for the
relationships between a super-set and a sub-set, such as
self-referencing, 1-M and M-N relationships. In the MS web-
site example, the main types of non-taxonomic relationships
are listed as below.
1) The ‘provides’ relation describes the M:N relation-
ship between concept Manufacturer and concepts
Product, Solution, Support, and News. The ‘isPro-
vided’ relation is the inverse of the ‘provides’
relation.
2) The ‘has’ relation describes the M:N relationship
between concept Application and concepts Product,
Solution, Support, and News. The ‘isAppliedFor’ rela-
tion is the inverse of the ‘has’ relation.
3) The ‘hasPage’ relation describes the M:N relation-
ship between a concept, such as Application and
Fig. 1. Domain ontology schema of the MS website.
Product and the concept SemPage, e.g. the MS Word
application has some Web-pages describing its gen-
eral information and features. The ‘isAbout’ relation
is the inverse of the ‘hasPage’ relation, which means
when we define a page about a certain instance, that
instance has the page as its object property value.
Combining the taxonomic and non-taxonomic
relationships between the concepts, we have a conceptual
data model as the ontology schema as shown in Fig. 1.
To formalize this domain knowledge representation
model in Description Logics, the domain ontology model
of the website is defined as follows.
Definition 1.•(Domain ontology of a website -
DomainOnto WP). Let Tman be a set of domain terms in the
given website, D be a set of Web-pages in the given website,
A be a set of association relations which are the taxonomic
and non-taxonomic relationships in the domain model of the
given website, and A be a set of axioms, e.g., an instantiation
axiom assigning an instance to a class, an assertion axiom
assigning two instances by means of a property, a domain
axiom for a property and a class, and a range axiom for
a property and a class. The domain ontology model of the
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This domain ontology is constructed at three levels:
1) General level, which holds the concepts that present
the general domain terms of Web-pages and relationship
definition sets; 2) Specific level, which holds the specific
domain terms corresponding to the domain concepts, e.g.
terms “Database” and “Office” are the instances of con-
cept Application, and the relationships between terms; 3)
Web-page level, which holds all the Web-pages within the
given website, and the association relationships between
Web-pages and terms. The general level is presented as
an ontology schema, and the specific and Web-page lev-
els are presented as ontology instances. Such an ontol-
ogy model supports modular development, scalability and
reusability at different levels. The general terms within a
domain are usually stable and have little changes over
the time while the specific terms can increase frequently
with the evolution of the Web-page. For instances, when
a new Web-page is generated in the site, its title can
very likely contain specific terms that are part of exist-
ing general terms, but not in the domain ontology. With
this ontology structure, these specific terms can be eas-
ily added into the ontology at the specific level and
the Web-page can be included easily at the Web-page
level.
The association relations between the concept SemPage
and other domain concepts allow the machine to interpret
Web-pages or identify what Web-pages are about. However,
one problem is how to assign numerous Web-pages to
domain terms appropriately. The clue is keywords exist-
ing in Web-page titles. Hence, each term instance needs to
be specified by relevant keywords. By matching keywords
in terms and Web-page titles, the system can automatically
map the Web-pages with respect to the domain terms.
This domain ontology, namely DomainOntoWP, is
implemented using OWL in Protégé. With the help of OWL,
we can perform the following queries for the use in the later
recommendation process.
3.2 Queries
To query for the domain terms (topic) of a given Web-
page d ∈ D at the MS website, we can retrieve concept
instances that are associated with the SemPage instance
d via the ‘isAbout’ object property. We refer to this
query as Topicman(d). Based on Definition 1, this query is
expressed in Description Logics as q1(x) :- DomainTerms(x),
isAbout(d, x).
In addition, to query for Web-pages of a given domain
term t ∈ Tman in the MS website, we can retrieve SemPage
instances which are mapped to the concept instance t via
the ‘hasPage’ object property. We refer to this query as
Pageman(t). Based on Definition 1, this query is expressed
in Description Logics as q2(x) :- SemPage(x), hasPage(t, x).
4 SEMANTIC NETWORK OF A WEBSITE FOR
WEB-PAGE RECOMMENDATION
In this section, we will present the second model, i.e. a new
semantic network of a website, which is a kind of knowl-
edge map which represents domain terms, Web-pages, and
relations including the collocations of domain terms, and
the associations between domain terms and Web-pages.
First, we collect the domain terms from the Web-page
titles based on the assumption that a well-designed Web-
page should have an informative title; then we extract
the relations between these terms from the following two
aspects: (i) the collocations of terms which are deter-
mined by the co-occurrence relations of terms in Web-page
titles; and (ii) the associations between terms and Web-
pages. In addition, the domain terms and co-occurrence
relations are weighted to provide a rough indication of
how much these terms are associated with each other
semantically. Based on the relations between the terms and
Web-pages, we can infer how closely the Web-pages are
semantically related to each other. Using this model, we
can query about the relations between terms and Web-
pages, such as the relevant pages for a given page, the
key terms for a given page, and the pages for given terms,
to infer the semantics of Web-pages to achieve semantic-
enhanced Web-page recommendations. This semantic net-
work is referred to as TermNetWP for the convenience
in the explanation in this section and the comparisons in
Section 7.
4.1 TermNetWP
4.1.1 Definitions of TermNetWP
Definition 2. Let Tauto = {ti : 1 ≤ i ≤ p} be a set of domain
terms extracted from Web-page titles, and D = {dj : 1 ≤ j ≤ q}
be a set of the Web-pages, each page dj has a sequence of
domain terms Xj = t1t2 . . . tn, tk ∈ Tauto for 1 ≤ k ≤ n (a
domain term may be duplicated in the sequence), which is
extracted from the title of that page. Given a Web-page dj and
a domain term ti, ti is a domain term of dj, as denoted as
ti ∈˜ dj, if ti ∈ {t1, t2, . . . , tn}.
Definition 3. By Definition 2, given the Web-page set D and
a term t, we define tf(t, D) as the number of occurrences of t
over D, i.e. the total number of times that t occurs in each title
of d ∈ D. Given TS = {Xj : 1 ≤ j ≤ q} being a set of domain
term sequences, and a pair of terms (ti, tj), ti, tj ∈ Tauto, we
define ω (ti, tj) as the number of times that ti is followed by
tj in TS, and there is no term between them.
Definition 4.•(Semantic network of Web-pages,
TermNetWP). By Definitions 2 and 3, the semantic
network of Web-pages, namely TermNetWP, is defined as a
4-tuples: Oauto: =< T, L, D, R >, where
T = {(t, f ) : t ∈ Tauto ∧ f = tf (t, D) > 0} is a set of domain
terms and corresponding occurrences,
L = {(tx, ty, wxy) : tx, ty ∈ Tauto∧ (txty) ⊆ Xj ∧ Xj ∈ TS ∧
wxy = ω(tx, ty) > 0} is a set of associations between tx and
ty (with weight wxy), and
R = {(t, d) : t ∈˜ d ∧ t ∈ Tauto ∧ d ∈ D} is a set of relations
between domain term t and Web-page d, that is, term t belongs
to the title of page d.
4.1.2 Schema of TermNetWP
The schema of TermNetWP is shown in Fig. 2, where class
Instance defines a domain term, i.e. t ∈ Tauto, that has two
data type properties, which are Name and iOccur, and one
WPage object property. The iOccur property refers to the
number of occurrences of the term in the set of Web-page
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Fig. 2. Schema of TermNetWP.
properties Title, PageID, URL and Keywords in the title. The
Keywords property is used to store terms in a Web-page
title. Classes Instance and WPage are associated through the
‘hasWPage’ relationship, i.e. (t, d) ∈ R, from Instance to
WPage, which annotates a constraint: a term instance has
one or some Web-pages; and the ‘belongto-Instance’ rela-
tionship, which is the inverse relationship of ‘hasWPage’,
annotates a constraint: a Web-page belongs to one or more
term instances.
Moreover, in domain term sequences, each term may
have some previous terms and next terms, so an association
class OutLink is defined to specify the in-out relationship
between two terms. Class OutLink is responsible for con-
necting from one term instance (tx) to another term instance
(ty), and includes the corresponding connection weight
(iWeight = wxy). Class OutLink therefore involves two object
properties: (i) ‘from-Instance’ referring to one previous term
instance, and (ii) ‘to-Instance’ referring to one next term
instance. Correspondingly, class Instance also has two object
properties: (i) ‘hasOutLink’ being the inverse of the ‘from-
Instance’ relation, and (ii) ‘fromOutLink’ being the inverse
of the ‘to-Instance’ relation.
4.1.3 Procedure of Automatically Constructing
TermNetWP
In order to construct TermNetWP, we apply the procedure
consisting of the following steps:
Step 1: Collect the titles of visited Web-pages
In order to collect the titles, we will (i) collect the Web
log file from the Web server of the website for a period of
time (at least seven days), (ii) run a pre-processing unit to
analyse the Web log file and produce a list of URLs of Web-
pages that were accessed by users, and (iii) run a software
agent to crawl all the Web-pages in the list to extract the
titles.
Step 2: Extract term sequences from the Web-page titles
We apply the algorithm used in the domain ontol-
ogy construction to extract the terms from the retrieved
titles. The extracted terms are organized in the order
as they appear in each title, namely they are collected
as term sequences. For example, some term sequences
extracted from the titles in the MS website example in
Table 1 are: (“MS” “Word”); (“MS” “Word” “Support”);
(“MS” “Access”); and (“MS” “Access” “Support”), (“MS”
“Education”), and (“Visual” “Fox_Pro” “Support”).
Step 3: Build the semantic network – TermNetWP
In TermNetWP, each node represents a term in the
extracted term sequences and the order of the terms in
sequences determines the ‘from-Instance’ and ‘to-Instance’
relations of a term between other terms. By scanning all the
Fig. 3. Illustration of TermNetWP; ti :k = term:occurrence, dj = page.
term sequences extracted from the previous step (Step2),
we can build the TermNetWP. For example, a TermNetWP
based on the term sequences presented in the Step 2 is sim-
ply shown in Fig. 3, where the circles represent terms along
with their occurrences and the rectangles represent Web-
pages. Each dj (j = [1 . . . 6]) is mapped to the corresponding
terms.
Step 4: Implement an automatic construction of TermNetWP
The TermNetWP is implemented in OWL to enable the
domain term network to be reused and shared by other
parts of a Web-page recommender system. Table 2 shows
the algorithm to automatically construct a TermNetWP. The
input data is a term sequence collection (TSC), in which
each record consists of:
TABLE 2
Algorithm to Automatically Construct a TermNetWP
- Initialize an OutLink ti-1-ti if not found 
- Increase ti-1-ti.iWeight by 1 
- Set ti-1-ti.toInstance = I
- Set ti-1-ti.fromInstance = preI
If (i==m) then  
- Initialize an OutLink ti-E if not found 
- Increase ti-E.iWeight by 1 
- Set ti-E.toInstance = E
- Set ti-E.fromInstance = I
Set I.hasWPage = PageID
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1) The PageID of a Web-page d ∈ D;
2) A sequence of terms X = t1t2 . . . tm ∈ TS, m > 0,
extracted from the title of the Web-page; and
3) The URL of the Web-page.
TermNetWP can be used effectively not only to model
the term sequences in connection with Web-pages, but also
to present the co-occurrence relations of terms in the term
sequences based on the following features: (i) it allows a
term node to have multiple in-links and/or out-links so we
can easily describe the relationships among terms/nodes
in the semantic network, i.e. one node might have pre-
vious or next nodes; and (ii) it includes the Web-pages
whose titles contain the linked terms so that the meaning of
Web-pages can be found through these terms by software
agents/systems. More importantly, TermNetWP enables
reasoning of relationships between terms and Web-pages
within a specific domain.
4.2 Queries
As mentioned before, TermNetWP represents the knowl-
edge of domain terms, their associations and the linked
Web-pages. Based on TermNetWP, we can query: (i) domain
terms of a given Web-page, and (ii) Web-pages mapped to
a given domain term, as follows.
4.2.1 Query about terms of a given Web-page
To query for domain terms (topic) of a given Web-page
d ∈ D, we can retrieve term instances that are associated
with the WPage instance d via the ‘belongto-Instance’ object
property. We refer to this query as Topicauto(d). In order
to ensure that the degree of coverage of the terms in the
domain is taken into account in the Web-page recommen-
dation process later, the returned domain terms are sorted
in descending order of their occurrence weights. That is
because the more times a domain term occurs on Web-
pages, the more likely the term has been viewed. Based
on Definitions 2-4, the query is described in logics notation
as: Topicauto(d) = (t1, t2, . . . , ts), where d ∈ D; (ti, d) ∈ R,
i = [1 . . . s]; and tf (ti, D) > tf (tj, D), (i < j&1 ≤ i, j ≤ s).
For instance, based on the sample TermNetWP (Fig. 3),
for a given Web-page, say d2, Topicauto(d2) can be used to
query for the terms that are related to this Web-page (d2)
by retrieving the terms that are linked with this page as
{“MS”, “Word”, “Support”}. Since the terms linked to this
page have different occurrence weight values, as 5, 2, and
3, respectively, the terms are presented in descending order
of the weight values, as (“MS”, “Support”, “Word”).
4.2.2 Query about pages mapped to a given term
To query for Web-pages of a given domain term t ∈ Tauto,
we can retrieve WPage instances that are mapped to the
term instance t via the ‘hasWPage’ object property. We refer
to this query as Pageauto(t). In order to ensure that the
degree of relevance of retrieved pages to domain term t is
taken into account in the Web-page recommendation pro-
cess later, the returned pages are sorted in ascending order
of connection weights between the Web-pages and domain
term t. A connection weight between a Web-page d ∈ D and
domain term t in TermNetWP O is defined as the total of
links from/to domain term t to/from the domain terms of
Web-page d.
Definition 5.•(Connection weight between a page and a
domain term). Based on Definitions 2–4, the connection
weight between a Web-page d ∈ D and a domain term
t ∈ Tauto is defined as: η(dj, t) =
∑n
k=1,tK ∈˜ d ω(tk, t)+ω(t, tk),
where n = |{tk:tk ∈˜ d}| is the number of domain terms in the
title of page d.
Based on Definitions 2–5, Pageauto(t) is described in logics
notation as: Pageauto(t) = (d1, d2, . . . , ds), where (t, di) ∈ R,
i = [1 . . . s]; and η(di, t) < η(dj, t), (i < j&1 ≤ i, j ≤ s).
For instance, based on the sample TermNetWP (Fig. 3),
for a given domain term, say “Word”, Pageauto(“Word”)
can be used to query for the Web-pages that are mapped
to this domain term as {d1, d2}. The connection weights
between domain term “Word” and these two pages in the
TermNetWP can be calculated using η(d1, “Word”) and η(d2,
“Word”), respectively. The connection weight for d1 is 1,
and for d2 is 2. Therefore, the returned pages are presented
in ascending order of the weight values, as (d1, d2).
Using the two queries, we can find the terms of a given
Web-page or the Web-pages for a given term with the
degree of relevance based on the automatically constructed
semantic network. This would greatly enrich the candidate
pool of items to better support the terms prediction pro-
cess and top-N Web-page recommendation, which will be
presented in Section 6.
5 SEMANTIC KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
MODEL OF WEB USAGE OF A WEBSITE FOR
WEB-PAGE RECOMMENDATION
In Section 3, we presented a model of knowledge represen-
tation, DomainOntoWP, to capture the domain knowledge
of a website for supporting Web-page recommendation,
while in Section 4, we presented another model of knowl-
edge representation, TermNetWP, to capture the semantics
of Web-pages within a website. Although they are effi-
cient for capturing the domain knowledge and semantics
of a given website, they are not sufficient on their own for
making effective Web-page recommendations. In order to
make better Web-page recommendations, we need semantic
Web usage knowledge which can be obtained by integrat-
ing the domain knowledge model (DomainOntoWP) or the
semantic network (TermNetWP) with Web usage knowl-
edge that can be discovered from Web log files using a
Web usage mining technique. In this study, we employ an
advanced Web usage mining technique, namely PLWAP-
Mine, to discover the Web usage knowledge, which is in
the form of frequent Web access patterns (FWAP), i.e pat-
terns of frequently visited Web-pages. We integrate FWAP
with DomainOntoWP or TermNetWP in order to result in
a set of frequently viewed term patterns (FVTP), as shown
in Fig. 4. This is the semantic knowledge of Web usage of
a website.
Definition 6. Let D be a set of Web-pages, T be a set of different
domain terms in the titles of the Web-pages, where T ≡ Tman if
DomainOntoWP is involved, and T ≡ Tauto if TermNetWP is
involved. Let P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn} be a set of FWAP, where
each pattern Pi (i = [1 . . . n]) contains a sequence of Web-
pages, n is the number of the patterns, and Pi = di1di2 . . . dim,
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Fig. 4. FVTP discovery.
Definition 7. Based on Definition 6, since each page (dik) ⊆ Pi
(Pi ∈ P) contains a set of domain terms τ ⊂ T, we can
generate a set of FVTP F = {ti1ti2 . . . tim : tik ∈ T ∧ i =
[1 . . . n] ∧ k = [1 . . . m]}, where each domain term pattern
F = ti1ti2 . . . tim is a sequence of domain terms, in which each
domain term tik is a domain term of page dik in Pi.
5.1 Conceptual Prediction Model (CPM)
In order to obtain the semantic Web usage knowledge that
is efficient for semantic-enhanced Web-page recommenda-
tion, a conceptual prediction model (CPM) is proposed
to automatically generate a weighted semantic network of
frequently viewed terms with the weight being the prob-
ability of the transition between two adjacent terms based
on FVTP. We refer to this semantic network as TermNavNet
hereafter. Fig. 5 illustrates how CPM acts as a formatter to
convert FVTP into TermNavNet.
According to the Markov model [32], a kind of model
efficient to represent a collection of navigation records,
CPM is developed as a self-contained and compact model.
It has two main kinds of elements: (4) state nodes, and
(5) the relations between the nodes. One node presents the
current state, e.g. current viewed term, and may have some
previous state nodes and some next state nodes. By scan-
ning each term pattern F ∈ F, each term becomes a state
in the model. There are also two additional states: a start
state, S, representing the first state of every term pattern;
and a final state, E, representing the last state of every term
pattern. There is a transition corresponding to each pair of
terms in a pattern, a transition from the start state S to the
first term of a term pattern, and a transition from the last
term of a term pattern to the final state E. The model is
incrementally built by processing the complete collection
of FVTP.
Definition 8. Given the domain term pattern set F and a
domain term tx ∈ T, we define ∂x = |{F:F ∈ F ∧ (tx) ⊆ F}| as
the number of occurrences of tx in F. Given the domain term
pattern set F and a pair of domain terms (tx, ty), tx, ty ∈ T, we
define ∂x,y = |{F:F ∈ F ∧ (txty) ⊆ F}| as the number of times
that tx followed by ty in F and there is no term between them.
We also define ∂S,x as the number of times domain term tx ∈ T
is the first item in a domain term pattern F ∈ F, and ∂x,E as
the number of times a domain term pattern F ∈ F terminates
at domain term tx ∈ T. Furthermore, given the domain term
pattern set F and a transition (tx, ty, tz), tx, ty, tz ∈ T, we
define ∂x,y,z = |{F:F ∈ F ∧ (txtytz) ⊆ F}| as the number of
times that (tx, ty) followed by tz in F and there is no term
between them.
The probability of a transition is estimated by the ratio of
the number of times the corresponding sequence of states
Fig. 5. Term prediction process.
was traversed and the number of times the anchor state
occurred. In our system, we take into account first-order
and second-order transition probabilities.
Definition 9 (first-order transition probability). Based on
Definitions 7 and 8, given a CPM having states
{S, t1, . . . , tp, E}, and N = |F| is the number of of term pat-
terns in F, the first-order transition probabilities are estimated




which is the first-order transition probability from the starting









which is the first-order transition probability from state tx to
the final state E.
Definition 10 (second-order transition probability).
Based on Definitions 7 and 8, let ρx,y,z be the second-order
transition probability, that is, the probability of the transition
(ty, tz) given that the previous transition that occurred





Definition 11 (Conceptual Prediction Model - CPM).
Given Definitions 7–10, we formalize the conceptual
prediction model as a triple: Op := (N, , M), where
N = {(tx, ∂x)|tx ∈ T}: a set of terms along with the
corresponding occurrence counts,
 = {(tx, ty, ∂x,y, ρx,y)|tx, ty ∈ T}: a set of transitions from tx
to ty, along with their transition weights (∂x,y), and first-order
transition probabilities (ρx,y),
M = {(tx, ty, tz, ∂x,y,z, ρx,y,z)|tx, ty, tz ∈ T} : a set of tran-
sitions from tx, ty to tz, along with their transition weights
(∂x,y,z), and second-order transition probabilities (ρx,y,z).
IfM is non-empty, the CPM is considered as the second-
order conceptual prediction model, otherwise the first-order
conceptual prediction model.
5.2 Schema of CPM
In order to automatically construct TermNavNet for a given
FVTP, we design the schema of CPM as an ontology
schema and implement this schema in the formal ontol-
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Fig. 6. Schema of conceptual prediction model.
and cOutLink, and relationship properties between them,
namely inLink, outLink and linkTo as shown in Fig. 6, where
cNode and cOutLink defines the current state node and the
association from the current state node to a next state node,
respectively.
The class cNode has two object properties inLink and
outLink refering to cNode and cOutLink, respectively. The
number of occurrence of each cNode object is represented
by Occur, i.e. ∂x. inLink represents an association from a
previous state node, e.g. a previous viewed term, to the
state node it belongs to. cOutLink represents an association
from the state node to one next state node with a transition
probability Prob, e.g. ρx,y.
5.3 Automatic Construction of TermNavNet using
CPM
Given a set of frequently viewed term patterns, namely
FVTP, we construct TermNavNet by populating the CPM
schema with FVTP. An algorithm for accomplishing this
task is shown in Table 3.
The transition probabilities in the cOutLinks can be
updated based on the first-order or second-order proba-
bility formula, i.e. (1–3) or (4) depending on the applied
CPM’s order. As a result, we can obtain a 1st or 2nd-
order TermNavNet by using the 1st or 2nd-order CPM,
respectively.
5.4 Queries
In the context of Web-page recommendation, we might
need to query the next viewed terms for a given current
viewed term curT and a previous viewed term preT. We
can easily achieve this based on TermNavNet by retriev-
ing cOutLink instances that are associated with which cNode
instance satisfies the following conditions: (i) named curT,
and (ii) has an inLink being preT. The second-order CPM is
applied to predict the next viewed terms in this query. In
order to obtain most frequent terms for later Web-page rec-
ommendation, we sort the list of return terms in descending
order of transition probabilities assigned in the cOutLink
instances.
Based on Definition 11, this query is described in logics
notation as: RecDTerm(tx, ty) = (t1, t2, . . . , ts), where ty ∈ T:
the current term, tx ∈ T: the previous term, (tx, ty, ti) is
a transition in M, ti ∈ T, i = [1 . . . s], and ρx,y,i > ρx,y,j,
(i < j&1 ≤ i, j ≤ s).
It is noted that when we want to query the next viewed
terms for a given currently viewed term curT only, the first-
order CMP is applied, namely the inLink object properties
are not taken into account and the first-order transition
probabilities are applied instead. Accordingly, the query is
expressed as RecDTerm(tx) = (t1, t2, . . . , ts), where tx ∈ T:
the current term, (tx, ti) is a transition in , ti ∈ T,





In this section, we present four recommendation strategies,
that apply the semantic knowledge base of a given web-
site, which includes the domain ontology of Web-pages
(DomainOntoWP) or the semantic network of Web-pages
(TermNetWP) and the weighted semantic network of fre-
quently viewed terms of Web-pages within the given
website (TermNavNet), to make Web-page recommenda-
tions. These recommendations are referred to as semantic-
enhanced Web-page recommendations.
Definition 12. Let S = d1 . . . dk be a sequence of Web-pages,
which have been visited by a user, with dk being the currently
accessed page and dk−1 being the previously accessed page;
F = t1 . . . tk . . . tm be a pattern of terms in FVTP modelled
in TermNavNet with tk being a currently viewed term of dk,
tk−1 being a previously viewed term of dk−1, and tk+1 being
a predicted next term.
For a given current Web-page or a combination of the
current and previous Web-pages, the next Web-pages could
be recommended differently depending on which knowl-
edge representation model and the order of CPM are used.
Four Web-page recommendation strategies are proposed as
follows:
R.DO.1st: uses DomainOntoWP and the first-order CPM
Step 1 builds DomainOntoWP;
Step 2 generates FWAP using PLWAP-Mine;
Step 3 builds FVTP;
Step 4 builds a 1st-TermNavNet given FVTP;
Step 5 identifies a set of currently viewed terms {tk} using
query Topicman(dk) on DomainOntoWP;
Step 6 infers next viewed terms {tk+1} given each term in {tk}
using query RecDTerm(tk) on the 1st-order TermNavNet;
Step 7 recommends pages mapped to each term in {tk+1}
using query Pageman(tk+1) on DomainOntoWP.
R.DO.2nd: uses DomainOntoWP and the second-order CPM
Steps 1, 2, and 3 are similar to the ones in R.DO.1st;
Step 4 builds a 2nd-order TermNavNet given FVTP;
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TABLE 4
Web-Page Recommendation Algorithm
a set of currently viewed terms {tk} using query Topicman(d),
d ∈ {dk−1, dk}, on DomainOntoWP;
Step 6 infers next viewed terms {tk+1} given each pair
{tk−1, tk} using query RecDTerm(tk−1, tk) on the 2nd-order
TermNavNet;
Step 7 is similar to the one in R.DO.1st.
R.TN.1st: uses TermNetWP and the first-order CPM
Step 1 builds TermNetWP;
Steps 2, 3 and 4 are similar to R.DO.1st;
Step 5 identifies a set of currently viewed terms {tk} using
query Topicauto(dk) on TermNetWP;
Step 6 is similar to the one in R.DO.1st;
Step 7 recommends pages mapped to each term in {tk+1}
using query Pageauto(tk+1) on TermNetWP.
R.TN.2nd: uses TermNetWP and the second-order CPM
Step 1 builds TermNetWP;
Step 2, 3 and 4 are similar to R.DO.2nd;
Step 5 identifies a set of previously viewed terms {tk−1}, and
a set of currently viewed terms {tk} using quey Topicauto(d),
d ∈ {dk−1, dk}, on TermNetWP;
Step 6 is similar to the one in R.DO.2nd;
Step 7 is similar to the one in R.TN.1st.
Based on the description of queries in Sections 3–5, the
four strategies are described in logics notation as shown in
Table 4.
7 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
models of knowledge representation and the recommen-
dation strategies along with the queries, we implement
these models, algorithms and strategies to test their per-
formance of Web-page recommendation using a public
dataset. In this section, we firstly list the measures for
the performance evaluation of Web-page recommenda-
tion strategies, and then present the design of the exper-
iments, followed by the comparisons of experimental
results.
7.1 Performance Evaluation
The performance of Web-page recommendation strategies
is measured in terms of two major performance metrics:
Precision and Satisfaction according to Zhou [14]. In order to
calculate these two metrics, we introduce two definitions:
Support and Web-page recommendation rules, as follows:
Definition 13 (Support [2]). Given a set  of WAS and a
set P = {P1, P2 . . . Pn} of frequent (contiguous) Web access
sequences over , the support of each Pi ∈ P is defined as:
σ(Pi) = |{S∈:Pi⊆S}||| , where S is a WAS.
In the context of Web usage knowledge discovery using
PLWAP-Mine as mentioned in Section 5, Support is used
to remove infrequent Web-pages and discover FWAP from
WAS. This is accomplished by setting a Minimum Support
(MinSup) and using it as a threshold to check WAS. The Web
access sequences whose Support values are greater than,
or equal to MinSup are considered as FWAP. The smaller
MinSup is set, the more FWAP are discovered.
Definition 14.•(Web-page recommendation rules). Let S =
s1s2 . . . sksk+1 . . . sn (n ≥ 2) be a WAS. For each prefix
sequence Sprefix = s1s2 . . . sk(k ≤ n − 1), a Web-page recom-
mendation rule is defined as a set of recommended Web-pages
generated by a Web-page recommendation strategy, denoted
as RR = {r1, r2, . . . , rM}, where ri(i = [1 . . . M]) is a
recommended Web-page.
A Web-page recommendation rule is deemed as correct,
and/or satisfied, or empty based on the following conditions:
1) If sk+1 ∈ RR, RR is correct.
2) If ∃si ∈ RR(k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n), RR is satisfied.
3) If M = 0, RR is empty.
Given a set of recommendation rules, R =
{RR1, RR2 . . . RRN}, where RRi(1 ≤ i ≤ N) is a recom-
mendation rule, and |R| = N is the total number of
recommendation rules in R including empty rules, the
performance of Web-page recommendation strategies is
measured in terms of two major performance metrics:
Precision and Satisfaction according to Zhou [14]. The
precision is useful to measure how probable a user will
access one of the recommended Web-pages. Besides,
we also need to consider if a user accesses one of the
recommended Web-pages in the near future. Actually, the
next page accessed by a user may not be the target page
that user wants. In many cases, a user has to access a few
intermediate pages before reaching the target page. Hence,
the satisfaction is necessary to give the precision that the
recommended pages will be accessed in the near future.
Particularly, the Precision and Satisfaction can be defined
as follows.
Definition 15 (Precision). LetRc be the sub-set of R, which
consists of all correct recommendation rules. The Web-page
recommendation precision is defined as:
precision = |Rc||R| . (5)
Definition 16 (Satisfaction). Let Rs be the sub-set of R,
which consists of all satisfied recommendation rules. The
satisfaction for Web-page recommendation is defined as:
satisfaction = |Rs||R| . (6)
7.2 Design of Experimental Cases
We aim to compare the performance of different tech-
niques ranging from the traditional Web-page recom-
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semantic-enhanced approach based on a domain ontol-
ogy of Web-pages (DomainOntoWP), which is constructed
manually based on the developer’s knowledge, and the
DomainOntoWP-based semantic Web usage knowledge
(TermNavNet); to the semantic-enhanced approach based
on a semantic network of Web-pages (TermNetWP), which
is automatically constructed based on the Web usage
dataset, and the TermNetWP-based semantic Web usage
knowledge (TermNavNet).
Considering the new models of knowledge representa-
tion, the queries and the recommendation strategies, we
design five experimental cases as follows:
Case 1 (R.PLWAP). Set the threshold of the traditional
Web-page recommendation approach using the best Web
usage mining (WUM) algorithm, i.e. PLWAP-Mine .()()[16].
The Web-page recommendations are generated based on
the PLWAP-Mine algorithm. We refer to this case as the
base case.
Case 2 (R.DO.1st). Test the effectiveness of the semantic-
enhanced Web-page recommendation by integrating the
domain ontology (DomainOntoWP) with TermNavNet
using the first-order CPM. The recommendation strategy
(R.DO.1st) is used.
Case 3 (R.DO.2nd). Test the effectiveness of the semantic-
enhanced Web-page recommendation by integrating the
domain ontology (DomainOntoWP) with TermNavNet
using the second-order CPM. The recommendation strategy
(R.DO.2nd) is used.
Case 4 (R.TN.1st). Test the effectiveness of the semantic-
enhanced Web-page recommendation by integrating the
semantic network of Web-pages (TermNetWP) with
TermNavNet using the first-order CPM. The recommenda-
tion strategy (R.TN.1st) is used.
Case 5 (R.TN.2nd). Test the effectiveness of the
semantic-enhanced Web-page recommendation by integrat-
ing the semantic network of Web-pages (TermNetWP) with
TermNavNet using the second-order CPM. The recommen-
dation strategy (R.TN.2nd) is used.
7.3 Training and Testing Data
The Microsoft (MS) website (www.microsoft.com) men-
tioned in Section 3 was used to run the experimental cases.
The dataset was downloaded from http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/
databases/msweb/msweb.html. In the dataset, users are
identified as numbers and 294 access Web-pages are iden-
tified by their titles and URLs. Therefore, this dataset is
suitable for the experiments. The dataset is divided into two
sub-sets, one for training and one for testing. The two sub-
sets are pre-processed in the format of WAS. The training
set has 32711 records, and the testing set has 5000 records.
The average length of WAS in both sub-sets is 3.
7.4 Implementation of Experimental Cases
All five experimental cases are implemented in Java in
conjuction with Protégé based on the new models, algo-
rithms and strategies, and the competing recommendation
approach (PLWAP-Mine), and run in a Intel Core i5-460M,
2.53 GHz Windows 7 machine with 4GB of RAM.
Two important parameters, namely MinSup, which is
the threshold of support values for a Web access sequence
TABLE 5
Algorithm of Calculating the Evaluation Measures
to be qualified as a frequent Web access pattern, and
recommendation length, which is the number of next rec-
ommended Web-pages, might have significant impact on
the performance of Web-page recommendation. It was
observed on the used dataset that the size of discovered
FWAP is too big to run the algorithms when MinSup is
lower than 0.3%, and the size of FWAP becomes too small
to test the algorithms when MinSup is higher than 1%.
Hence, in these experimental cases, we choose a number
of MinSup values for each case ranging from 0.3% to 1.0%
to control the quantities of FWAP that are discovered from
the Web usage mining process, and to guarantee that the
amount of generated information is enough to test the pro-
posed models. Regarding the recommendation length, we
pre-define the recommendation length to make the sys-
tem only provide the top-N recommended Web-pages that
have higher prediction probabilities. The recommended
pages with lower prediction probabilities are ignored to
speed the recommendation processes. The recommenda-
tion length is limited to these typical values: 5 and 10 for
each experimental case depending on the comparisions in
Sub-section F.
7.5 Calculation of Evaluation Measures
We develop an algorithm to calculate the performance eval-
uation measures for all experimental cases as depicted in
Table 5.
7.6 Comparisons of Experimental Results
We present three sets of comparisons. The first set is the
comparisons of experimental results of Cases 2 and 3
against the base Case 1 to validate the effectiveness of
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Fig. 7. Results for experimental cases 1, 2, and 3 (Rec.Len = 10).
constructed domain ontology (DomainOntoWP). The sec-
ond set is the comparisons of experimental results of Cases
4 and 5 against Cases 2 and 3, respectively, to compare the
effectiveness of semantics brought in by the models based
on the automatically constructed semantic network of Web-
pages (TermNetWP) against the one from the models based
on DomainOntoWP. In these first two set of comparisons,
the chosen recommendation length is 10.
The third set is the comparisons of the experimental
results of Cases 2-5 against Case 1 to compare the effec-
tiveness of semantics brought in by the various models
compared with the base case in which there is no semantics
used. In these comparisons, the chosen recommendation
length is limited to 5.
7.6.1 Comparison of Experimental Results for
Cases 1–3
The experimental Cases 1–3 were run with different cho-
sen MinSup values, which are 0.3%, 0.4%, 0.5%, 0.6%, 0.7%,
and 1%, and the recommendation length of 10. The evalua-
tion measure values (Precision and Satisfaction) with these
MinSup values for the three experimental cases are depicted
in Fig. 7, where the horizontal axis represents MinSup,
the vertical axis on the left part represents Precision, and
the one on the right part represents Satisfaction. The used
strategies are shown in regard to the experimental cases,
respectively.
From Fig. 7, we make the following observations:
1) Both Cases 2 (R.DO.1st) and 3 (R.DO.2nd) signifi-
cantly outperform Case 1 in terms of the both mea-
sures for almost all the MinSup values as MinSup
= {0.4%, 0.5%, 0.6%, 0.7%, 1.0%}. This indicates
that adding semantic information into Web-page
recommendation significantly enhances the recom-
mendation results. Case 2 almost performs better
than Case 3 as MinSup = {0.3%, 0.5%, 0.7%, 1%},
and peaks at MinSup = 0.5%.
2) Furthermore, when the MinSup increases up to 1%,
the performance of Case 1 (using PLWAP-Mine)
decreases, while that of Cases 2 and 3 relatively
fluctuate and are much higher. This is explained
as, when MinSup increases, the number of FWAP
decreases, so the Web-page recommendation capa-
bility of PLWAP-Mine declines. In contrast, the Web-
page recommendation using the domain ontology
based model (Cases 2 and 3) does not depend much
on the MinSup because Web-pages are semantically
enhanced with added terms.
3) Case 2 fluctuates more widely than Case 3, this
shows that the first-order prediction (R.DO.1st) is
Fig. 8. Results for experimental cases 2–5 (Rec.Len = 10).
more influenced by MinSup than the second-order
prediction (R.DO.2nd), but it is able to reach the
highest performance.
4) Although it seems that we can decrease the MinSup
in Case 1 to get higher performance, the number of
FWAP becomes extremely large and run-time will
be too long to finish the algorithms. This is not effec-
tive in Case 1. It is better to choose Case 2 or 3 with
an appropriate MinSup, e.g. 0.5% or 0.4%, respec-
tively, to obtain the high performance of Web-page
recommendation.
Overall, the domain ontology based model can improve
significantly the performance of Web-page recommenda-
tion. The first-order prediction model may be better than
the second-order model when the prediction model is based
on the domain ontology of Web-pages.
7.6.2 Comparison of Experimental Results for
Cases 2–5
The experimental Cases 2–5 were run at different cho-
sen minimum supports (MinSup) which are 0.4%, 0.5%,
0.6%, 0.7%, and 1%, and the recommendation length of 10.
The evaluation measure values (Precision and Satisfaction)
with these MinSup values for the four experimental cases
are depicted in Fig. 8, where the horizontal axis repre-
sents the MinSup, the vertical axis on the left part repre-
sents Precision, and the one on the right part represents
Satisfaction. The used strategies are shown in regard to the
experimental cases, respectively.
From Fig. 8, we provide the following observations:
1) Cases 4 and 5 (using TermNetWP) gain
higher performance than Cases 2 and 3 (using
DomainOntoWP) for MinSup values of 0.4%, 0.6%,
and 0.7%.
2) With the same TermNetWP, the second-order CPM
(Case 5) is more effective than the first-order CPM
(Case 4) in terms of Precision for all test MinSup
values.
3) With the same first-order CPM, the DomainOntoWP
based model (Case 2) has precisions lower than the
TermNetWP based model (Case 4) as MinSup =
{0.4%, 0.6%, 0.7%}.
4) With the same second-order CPM, the precision of
TermNetWP based model (Case 5) is always higher
than that of the DomainOntoWP based model
(Case 3).
In general, the semantic network of Web-page based
model better raises the performance of Web-page recom-
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Fig. 9. Results for experimental cases 1–5 (Rec.Len = 5).
the domain ontology based prediction models, the seman-
tic network based second-order CPM is better than the
semantic network based first-order CPM.
7.6.3 Comparison of Experimental Results for the all
Five Cases
The experimental Cases 1–5 were run at different mini-
mum supports (MinSup) which are 0.4%, 0.5%, 0.6%, 0.7%,
and 1%, and the recommendation length of 5. The evalua-
tion measure values (Precision and Satisfaction) with these
MinSup values for the five experimental cases are depicted
in Fig. 9, where the horizontal axis represents MinSup,
the vertical axis on the left part represents Precision, and
the one on the right part represents Satisfaction. The used
strategies are shown in regard to the experimental cases,
respectively.
From Fig. 9, we make the following observations:
1) The performance of all Cases 1-5 declines as the rec-
ommendation length is limited to 5, compared with
experimental results found in the two previous sets
of comparisons.
2) In terms of both measures, Case 1 (R.PLWAP) is
lower than the others for almost all the MinSup val-
ues. Case 5 (R.TN.2nd) is mostly higher than the
others as the MinSup of 0.4%, 0.6%, and 0.7%.
3) Considering the case of the DomainOntoWP based
model, R.DO.1st performs better than R.DO.2nd as
the MinSup of 0.5%, 0.7%, and 1%. While, consid-
ering the cases of the TermNetWP based model,
R.TN.2nd performs better than R.TN.1st as the
MinSup of 0.5%, 0.7%, and 1%.
4) Considering the cases of the first-order CPM, the
performance of Case 2 is higher than that of Case
4 as the MinSup of 0.4%, 0.5%, and 1%. This is dif-
ferent from the second set of comparisons when the
recommendation length is 10.
In overall, the proposed method depends less on the
MinSup than PLWAP-Mine, because Web-pages are rea-
soned based on their semantics. Although an increase in
MinSup leads to a decrease in the FWAP, that is the Web-
page recommendation capability declines, the proposed
method can query for the relevant terms of Web-pages and
enrich the pool of recommended Web-pages. As a result,
the proposed recommendation models which are based on
not only the accessed Web-pages, but also the semantics
of Web-pages can outperform the PLWAP-Mine-based rec-
ommendation model. Moreover, it has been shown that
the second-order prediction model based on TermNetWP
is more accurate than the first-order one. However, this is
contrary to the DomainOntoWP-based prediction models.
Regarding the Web-page recommendation performance of
approaches to semantic knowledge representation of Web-
pages, the TermNetWP-based models are by large more
effective than the DomainOntoWP-based models. In partic-
ular, the TermNetWP-based second-order prediction model
is the best approach for Web-page recommendation. That
is because:
1) TermNetWP allows sorting of terms and Web-pages
in the queries, so the most possible items are taken
into account in the term prediction and Web-page
recommendation processes.
2) TermNetWP fully models terms of Web-pages of
user interest, and the relationships between terms
and Web-pages. Hence, the interesting Web-pages
can be interpreted by the machine.
8 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER STUDY
In conclusion, this paper has presented a new method to
offer better Web-page recommendations through seman-
tic enhancement by three new knowledge representation
models. Two new models have been proposed for repre-
sentation of domain knowledge of a website. One is an
ontology-based model which can be semi-automatically
constructed, namely DomainOntoWP, and the other is a
semantic network of Web-pages, which can be automati-
cally constructed, namely TermNetWP. A conceptual pre-
diction model is also proposed to integrate the Web usage
and domain knowledge to form a weighted semantic net-
work of frequently viewed terms, namely TermNavNet.
A number of Web-page recommendation strategies have
been proposed to predict next Web-page requests of users
through querying the knowledge bases. The experimental
results are promising and are indicative of the usefulness
of the proposed models.
Compared with one of the most advanced Web usage
mining method, i.e. PLWAP-Mine, the proposed method
can substantially enhance the performance of Web-page rec-
ommendation in terms of precision and satisfaction. More
importnatly, this method is able to alleviate the “new-page”
problem mentioned in the introduction because it based on
not only the Web usage knowledge, but also the semantics
of Web-pages.
For the future work, a key information extraction algo-
rithm will be developed to compare with the term extrac-
tion method in this work, and we will perform intense
comparisons with the exsiting semantic Web-page recom-
mendation systems.
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